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ABSTRACT

The ∼ 500 Myr A2IV star HR 1645 has one of the most significant low-amplitude accelerations of nearby early-type
stars measured from a comparison of the Hipparcos and Gaia astrometric catalogues. This signal is consistent with
either a stellar companion with a moderate mass ratio (q ∼ 0.5) on a short period (P < 1 yr), or a substellar companion
at a separation wide enough to be resolved with ground-based high contrast imaging instruments; long-period equal
mass ratio stellar companions that are also consistent with the measured acceleration are excluded with previous
imaging observations. The small but significant amplitude of the acceleration made HR 1645 a promising candidate
for targeted searches for brown dwarf and planetary-mass companions around nearby, young stars. In this paper
we explore the origin of the astrometric acceleration by modelling the signal induced by a wide-orbit M8 companion
discovered with the Gemini Planet Imager, as well as the effects of an inner short-period spectroscopic companion
discovered a century ago but not since followed-up. We present the first constraints on the orbit of the inner companion,
and demonstrate that it is a plausible cause of the astrometric acceleration. This result demonstrates the importance
of vetting of targets with measured astrometric acceleration for short-period stellar companions prior to conducting
targeted direct imaging surveys for wide-orbit substellar companions.

Keywords: astrometry, binaries: close, stars: individual (HR 1645), techniques: high angular resolu-
tion, techniques: radial velocity

∗ 51 Pegasi b Fellow
† NASA Hubble Fellow
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plane-of-sky measurements of a star’s position relative
to distant background stars can be used to monitor the
reflex motion of the target in response to an unseen or-
biting companion. Several companion searches following
this astrometric technique have been carried out from
the ground (e.g., Sahlmann et al. 2010) and from space
(e.g., Benedict et al. 1999), leading to the detection of
several stellar and substellar companions (e.g., Pravdo
et al. 2005; Goldin & Makarov 2007; Reffert & Quir-
renbach 2011; Sahlmann & Fekel 2013). Because the
photocenter displacement increases with orbital period,
precise absolute astrometry over a long time baseline
has the potential to reveal populations of stellar, sub-
stellar, and planetary-mass companions to nearby stars
that are inaccessible to current high-contrast imaging in-
struments. This was achieved with the first space-based
astrometric mission Hipparcos (Perryman et al. 1997),
and to a lesser extent with the Hubble Space Telescope.
When combined with radial velocity observations, these
measurements allowed for a determination of the full
three-dimensional orbit, and for a direct measurement
of the mass of the orbiting companion (e.g., Benedict
et al. 2010; Sahlmann et al. 2010).

Looking ahead, the Gaia mission will have the preci-
sion necessary to reveal thousands of exoplanets over its
lifetime (Casertano et al. 2008; Perryman et al. 2014).
While we await the release of the final Gaia catalogue,
the twenty-four years that separate Hipparcos from Gaia
provide a baseline that is long enough to detect the ac-
celeration of the proper motion of a star due to an sub-
stellar companion on an orbit that is wide enough to be
directly imaged with current ground-based high contrast
imaging instruments (e.g., Kervella et al. 2019). Indeed,
the acceleration inferred from the two catalogues has al-
ready been successfully combined with long-term radial
velocity measurements to obtain precise dynamical mass
measurements of several substellar companions (Snellen
& Brown 2018; Brandt et al. 2018; Dupuy et al. 2019).

In this paper we report on the discovery of a wide
(32 au projected separation) late M-type companion to
HR 1645 resolved with high-contrast imaging observa-
tions obtained with the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI;
Macintosh et al. 2014). This star exhibits a signifi-
cant acceleration over the 24.25-year baseline between
the Hipparcos and Gaia missions. While the magni-
tude of the astrometric acceleration is consistent with
the mass of the companion inferred from evolutionary
models, the direction is not. Instead, a plausible cause
of the astrometric acceleration is a short-period spec-
troscopic companion discovered in the 1920s but with-
out subsequent follow-up observations (see Section 4).
We place the first constraints on the spectroscopic orbit
and investigate how this short-period binary could sig-
nificantly bias the proper motion measurements for this
star in both the Hipparcos and Gaia catalogues.

2. HR 1645 – AN ACCELERATING EARLY-TYPE
STAR

HR 1645 (HIP 23554, Gaia DR2 2960561059245715968)
is an A2IV (Houk & Smith-Moore 1988) star at a
distance of 59.6 ± 0.3 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018). The age of the star has previously been esti-
mated through a comparison to evolutionary models as
434 ± 34 Myr (Zorec & Royer 2012) and 462+109

−65 Myr
(David & Hillenbrand 2015). We find a slightly older
age of 530+135

−140 Myr using evolutionary models that ac-
count for the rapid rotation of early-type stars (Nielsen
et al. 2019), consistent with these estimates. The star
is not thought to be a member of any nearby kinematic
association. The star does not exhibit a significant in-
frared excess based on 12 and 24µm photometry from
the WISE catalogue (Cutri 2014). Although searches
for companions to HR 1645 have ruled out the presence
of stellar companions exterior to ∼ 1 arcsec (De Rosa
et al. 2014), the discrepancy between the proper motion
of HR 1645 reported in the Hipparcos and Gaia cata-
logues provides strong evidence for a massive orbiting
companion interior to the detection limits of previous
searches.

2.1. Absolute astrometry

The differences in the proper motions of stars between
the Hipparcos and Gaia epochs, and the proper mo-
tion inferred from their positions within each catalogue,
are potentially a powerful tool for identifying targets
for direct imaging surveys to search for wide orbit sub-
stellar companions to nearby, young stars (e.g., Brandt
2018; Kervella et al. 2019). HR 1645 has one of the
most significant (> 3σ) low-amplitude (. 1 mas yr−1)
proper motion differences between the two catalogues
of the 700 A and B type stars within 75 pc (Fig. 1),
making it a promising target for such searches. Signif-
icant deviations with larger amplitudes are also found
for many stars, but these are indicative of more mas-
sive stellar or degenerate companions. The proper mo-
tion of HR 1645 was measured by Hipparcos to be
µH = (26.30±0.14,−38.52±0.30) mas yr−1, and by Gaia
(after correction for the rotation of the bright star refer-
ence frame, Lindegren et al. 2018; Kervella et al. 2019)
to be µG = (25.046 ± 0.124,−38.163 ± 0.151) mas yr−1,
where the proper motions are expressed in the α? =
α cos δ and δ directions. A significant (6.7σ) accelera-
tion is measured in the α? direction, with µG − µH =
(−1.26± 0.19, 0.36± 0.34) mas yr−1.

The instantaneous position of the star at the refer-
ence epoch for both missions was also used to calculate a
proper motion over the 24.25-year baseline between the
two missions of µHG = (25.2882 ± 0.0052,−37.6704 ±
0.0098 mas yr−1). There were significant differences be-
tween this long-term proper motion and the measure-
ments from Hipparcos and Gaia missions. We calcu-
lated µH − µHG = (1.01 ± 0.14,−0.85 ± 0.30) mas yr−1,
a 7.2σ difference in the α? direction, and µG − µHG =
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Figure 1. Proper motion accelerations, and corresponding

significance, measured for a sample of ∼700 nearby early-

type stars from absolute astrometry within the Hipparcos

and Gaia catalogues. The columns show the proper motion

differential in the right ascension (left column) and declina-

tion (middle) directions, as well as the total proper motion

difference (right). The rows shows the differential measured

from a comparison of the Hipparcos and Gaia proper motions

(top row), and from the absolute position of the star in the

two catalogues and the Hipparcos (middle) and Gaia (bot-

tom) proper motions. HR 1645 is indicated (red square), as

well as the 3σ (dashed) and 5σ (dotted) limits.

(−0.24± 0.12,−0.49± 0.15) mas yr−1, a 3.3σ difference
in the δ direction. The astrometric measurements from
both catalouges are given in Table 1.

2.2. Inferred companion properties

We have developed a framework to predict the masses
of companions responsible for measured astrometric ac-
celerations of nearby stars. This astrometric model con-
sisted of eleven free parameters. Seven define the astro-
metric orbit; the total semi-major axis a (= a1 + a2),
inclination i, eccentricity e, argument of periastron ω,
longitude of the ascending node Ω, epoch of periastron
τ (in fractions of the orbital period), and the mass of the

Table 1. Astrometric measurements of HR 1645

Property Unit Value Uncertainty Ref.

Hipparcos

α deg 75.97189716 ±0.11 masa 1

δ deg −24.38805710 ±0.23 mas 1

µα? mas yr−1 26.30 ±0.14 1

µδ mas yr−1 −38.52 ±0.30 1

π mas 17.19 ±0.31 1

Gaia DR2

α deg 75.97208419177 ±0.0508 masa 2

· · · · · · · · · ±0.0571 masa, b 3

δ deg −24.38831085585 ±0.0597 mas 2

· · · · · · · · · ±0.0664 masb 3

µα? mas yr−1 24.958 ±0.109 2

· · · · · · 25.046b ±0.124b 3

µδ mas yr−1 −38.219 ±0.135 2

· · · · · · −38.163b ±0.151b 3

π mas 16.869 ±0.083 2

· · · · · · · · · ±0.092b 3

References—(1) van Leeuwen 2007a; (2) Gaia Collaboration et al.

2018; (3) this work

aUncertainty in α? = α cos δ
bAfter correcting for Gaia bright star reference frame rotation and

the internal to external error ratio

companion M2 (M1 is held constant at 1.9 M�, based on
our fit to evolutionary models with the SED of the star).
Two defined the system proper motion in right ascen-
sion (µα?) and declination (µδ), and two accounted for
the uncertainty in the position of the photocenter at the
Hipparcos reference epoch of 1991.25 (∆α?0, ∆δ0). We
fixed the parallax to the Gaia value of 16.869 mas, and
the radial velocity to the systemic velocity measured in
Section 4. In this model we defined the V -band photo-
center of the system at the Hipparcos epoch (1991.25)
to be (α0, δ0). We used V as a proxy for the Hipparcos
photometric band Hp as the V −Hp color for early-type
main sequence stars is near zero. The offset between
the photocenter measured by Hipparcos and the system
barycenter at this epoch (α0,b, δ0,b) was computed from
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the remaining free parameters in the model as

α0,b = α0 + [∆α?0 + fα (a, e, i, ω,Ω, τ,M2)] / cos δ0,b

δ0,b = δ0 + ∆δ0 + fδ (a, e, i, ω,Ω, τ,M2)

(1)

where f(. . .) is a function that calculates the offset be-
tween the barycenter and photocenter of the system
in the α and δ directions from the Keplerian elements
(Green 1985). The semi-major axis of the orbit of the
primary around the barycenter was defined as a1 = Ba,
where B = M2/(M1 + M2), and the semi-major axis
of the photocenter orbit around the barycenter was de-
fined as ap = (B−β)a, where β = (1 + 100.4∆m)−1, and
∆m was the magnitude difference between the primary
and secondary. When the mass ratio M2/M1 = q is
small, the contrast is large and β becomes negligible so
that ap ≈ a1. Flux ratios were calculated using empir-
ical mass-magnitude relationships (Pecaut & Mamajek
2013) for stellar companions, and β was assumed to be
zero for substellar companions. At 500 Myr, an 80 MJup

brown dwarf is ∼16 mags fainter than an A2 star in the
V band (Allard et al. 2001; Chabrier et al. 2000).

The position of the barycenter was propagated to the
Gaia epoch (2015.5; α1,b, δ1,b) using the formalism de-
scribed in Butkevich & Lindegren (2014) to account for
for the non-rectilinear nature of the equatorial coordi-
nate system and perspective effects over the 24.25-year
baseline between the Hipparcos and Gaia missions. The
offset between the barycenter and the Gaia G-band pho-
tocenter (α1, δ1) was calculated as previously. The in-
stantaneous proper motion of the photocenter was cal-
culated at the Hipparcos (µα?,0, µδ,0) and Gaia (µα?,1,
µδ,1) epochs which we assume to be equal to the av-
erage proper motion over the full Hipparcos and Gaia
DR2 baselines.

We used the parallel-tempered affine-invariant Markov
chain Monte Carlo ensemble sampler emcee (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013) to sample the posterior distributions
of the eleven free parameters in this model. At each step
a likelihood was computed as lnL = −χ2/2, where

χ2 = R>HC−1
H RH +R>GC−1

G RG (2)

with H and G subscripts denoting astrometric measure-
ments from the Hipparcos and Gaia catalogues, respec-
tively, and the residual vectors

RH =[∆α?0,∆δ0,

µα? + µα?,0 − µα?,H, µδ + µδ,0 − µδ,H]

RG =[(α1 − αG) cos δ1, δ1 − δG,
µα? + µα?,1 − µα?,G, µδ + µδ,1 − µδ,G]

(3)

and the covariance matrices CH and CG for the Hippar-
cos and Gaia measurements. CH was computed from the
weight matrix U obtained from the Hipparcos catalogue
using the procedure described in Michalik et al. (2014),
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Figure 2. Posterior distributions (diagonal) and covariance

(lower corner) for the period and mass of the companion

inferred from the astrometric accelerations given in § 2.1.

The red dashed line denotes the assumed mass of the primary

(1.9M�).

while CG was computed directly from the correlation
coefficients given in the Gaia catalogue. The rows and
columns corresponding to the parallax covariance were
removed as this parameter was not a free parameter in
this model.

Standard priors on the orbital elements were assumed;
uniform in log a, cos i, e, ω + Ω, ω − Ω, τ . We used
a uniform prior for the companion mass between 0–
1.0M�, the system proper motion between −250 and
250 mas yr−1, and the two offset terms (∆α?0, ∆δ0) be-
tween −100 and 100 mas yr−1. 512 chains were initial-
ized randomly throughout parameter space at 16 dif-
ferent temperatures. The chains were advanced for 106

steps, with the first half being discarded as a “burn-in”.
The chains appeared to be converged based on a visual
inspection of the chains, their auto-correlation, and the
evolution of the median and 1-σ credible interval for
each parameter.

Posterior distributions for the period and mass of the
companion are shown in Figure 2. The astrometric ac-
celeration is consistent with companions in three distinct
regions of mass-period space; near equal-mass (q ∼ 1)
companions with long periods (P > 1 yr), more interme-
diate mass ratio (q ∼ 0.5) companions on shorter periods
(P < 1 yr), and more extreme mass ratio (q < 0.1) com-
panions on long orbital periods, with masses extending
well into the substellar regime. Long-period high-mass
companions are excluded with previous high-contrast
imaging observations of this star (De Rosa et al. 2014).
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional histogram of the predicted lo-

cation of of the companion at 2018.89 from the MCMC fit

to the astrometric signal. The color scale is logarithmic to

highlight regions of low probability. Countours denote 1σ

(white solid), 2σ (white dashed), and 3σ (gray dotted) cred-

ible regions.

The two remaining possibilities, a short-period interme-
diate mass ratio stellar companion or a longer-period
lower-mass companions, were investigated with dedi-
cated high-contrast imaging observations and an analy-
sis of literature radial velocities for the host star.

3. HR 1645 B

3.1. High-contrast imaging observations

HR 1645 was observed as a part of the Gemini Planet
Imager Exoplanet Survey1 (GPIES; Nielsen et al. 2019)
with the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI; Macintosh et al.
2014) on 2018 November 21 under good conditions.
Follow-up observations were carried out on 2019 Febru-
ary 15. For each dataset, the raw data were pro-
cessed through our automated data reduction pipeline
(Wang et al. 2018), which uses the GPI Data Reduc-
tion Pipeline (DRP; Perrin et al. 2014) to perform ba-
sic image reduction. Briefly, the DRP subtracts dark
background, interpolates bad pixels, converts the 2-D
frame into a 3-D (x, y, λ) cube, interpolates the cube
onto a common wavelength axis, corrects for spatial dis-
tortion, and identifies the location of the four satellite
spots—fiducial replicas of the central star—to measure
the position of the star behind the coronagraph.

The 3-D datacubes were further processed to remove
the residual PSF of the central star not suppressed by
the coronagraph. Large-scale and slowly-varying struc-

1 Gemini program code GS-2017B-Q-500
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Figure 4. cADI reduction of the 2018 November 21 GPI

dataset of HR 1645. The companion is clearly detected to

the south west of the host star. The 3σ credible region from

Figure 3 is overplotted.

tures were removed using an apodized Fourier high-pass
filter with a cutoff frequency of four units per cycle. The
four satellite spots were extracted from each frame and
averaged together and over the sequence to build up
a template point spread function (PSF) for each wave-
length slice. An Angular Differential Imaging-based al-
gorithm (cADI; Marois et al. 2006) was applied to sub-
tract the residual stellar halo. All frames were rotated
to align north with the vertical axis and combined with
a trimmed mean (10%) in the temporal direction, re-
sulting in 37 images used to extract the spectrum, and
then combined in the spectral dimension to produce a
single broad-band image (see Figure 4).

The broad-band image was used to measure the posi-
tion and broad-band contrast of HR 1645 B2 using the
negative forward-model technique (Marois et al. 2010;
Lagrange et al. 2010). The template PSF was injected
in the raw datacubes at a trial position but opposite
flux of HR 1645 B and the cADI algorithm was repeated
to obtain the residual broad-band image. The process
was iterated over these three parameters to minimize the
square of the integrated pixel flux in a wedge of 3 × 3
full width at half maximum centered at the trial po-
sition. Best fit position and broad-band contrast were
obtained with the amoeba-simplex optimization algo-
rithm (Nelder & Mead 1965). Measurement uncertain-
ties were estimated from independent injections of the
template PSF at the best fit separation and contrast

2 We use the designation B for this wide companion and AaAb
for the inner spectroscopic binary discussed later in the manuscript
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but twenty uniformly distributed—besides the spiders—
position angles. The fitting process was repeated for
each simulated source.

Errors were calculated from the statistical disper-
sion of the three parameters over the twenty injec-
tions. On-chip astrometric measurements were con-
verted into on-sky measurements using the plate scale
(14.161 ± 0.021 mas px−1) and north angle correction
(θtrue−θmeasured = 0.◦45±0.◦11; De Rosa et al. 2019). Er-
rors on the companion astrometry (0.05 pixel and 0.◦09
for the 2018-11-21 dataset and 0.05 pixel and 0.◦1 for
the 2019-02-15 dataset) and star registration (0.7 mas;
Wang et al. 2014) were combined in quadrature. The
star-to-satellite spot ratio of 9.39 ± 0.01 mag (Maire
et al. 2014) was used to calibrate the broad-band con-
trast and propagate the uncertainty likewise. We mea-
sure a separation of 532.9 ± 1.3 mas, a position angle
of 216.◦99 ± 0.◦13, and a broadband contrast of ∆H =
8.13± 0.01 mag between HR 1645 B and A in the 2018-
11-21 dataset, and 532.8 ± 1.3 mas, 217.17 ± 0.◦13, and
8.14 ± 0.01 mag for the 2019-02-15 dataset. Although
we do not detect significant curvature of the orbit of the
companion over this short baseline, the measured sepa-
ration and position angle on the second epoch are 4.5σ
and 5.2σ discrepant, respectively, from the predicted po-
sition of a stationary background object. We used the
Besançon galactic population model (Robin et al. 2003)
to estimate the probability of finding a physically unas-
sociated star of the same apparent H-band magnitude or
brighter within 0.′′5331 of HR 1645 to be approximately
3.6× 10−5.

The contrast—and associated error–per wavelength
slice was measured following the procedure described
previously. The flux was the only parameter allowed
to vary since the astrometry of the injected template—
one per slice—was fixed at the best fit position of HR
1645 B from the previous analysis performed on the
wavelength-averaged image. The spectrum of HR 1645
B was obtained by multiplying the contrast with the
star-to-satellite spot ratio described previously and the
spectrum of the central star derived from a joint fit of
synthetic stellar spectra (Castelli & Kurucz 2004) and
evolutionary models (Paxton et al. 2010) to Gaia and
2MASS photometry.

3.2. Companion properties

3.2.1. Spectral type

We compared the H band spectrum of HR 1645 B to
a library of near-IR spectra. The library is a compi-
lation of 1164 low- (R ' 75) and medium- (R ' 200)
resolution spectra of stars and brown-dwarfs from the
Brown Dwarfs in New York City database3 (Filippazzo

3 http://database.bdnyc.org/query

et al. 2016; Rodriguez 2016), the IRTF Spectral Library4

(Cushing et al. 2005), the Montréal Spectral Library5

(Gagné et al. 2015; Robert et al. 2016), the SpeX Prism
library6 (Burgasser 2014), and from Mace et al. (2013),
Best et al. (2015, 2017), and Leggett et al. (1996, 2017).
The library spans spectral types from M to Y at field,
intermediate, and very low surface gravity. Spectra at
lower signal-to-noise ratio than that of HR 1645 B were
discarded from the library. Spectral templates, built
from the average of several objects within a given spec-
tral type and gravity class, were added to the library
when available from Luhman et al. (2017), Gagné et al.
(2015), and Cruz et al. (2018). All spectra were con-
volved with a Gaussian to degrade their resolution to
that of GPI at H-band (R ' 45) and interpolated over
the same wavelength grid. To compute the χ2 for each
comparison spectrum, its associated errors were added
in quadrature to that of HR 1645 B and the minimiza-
tion factor was calculated analytically. Figure 5 shows
χ2
ν for M-to-L-type objects, sorted according to the three

gravity classes. The χ2
ν distribution is minimal in the

M7-M8 range, with best fit from LP 229-30 (M8 fl-
g, χ2

ν = 1.46, Cruz et al. 2018), 2MASSI J00034227-
28224100 (M7 fl-g, χ2

ν = 1.53, Cruz et al. 2018) and
2MASS J10454932+1254541 (M8 fl-g, χ2

ν = 1.54, Kirk-
patrick et al. 2010). Field-gravity objects provide a bet-
ter fit to the H-band spectrum of HR 1645 B, with a min-
imum χ2

ν of 1.46, compared to 2.14 at intermediate grav-
ity (2MASS J03350208+2342356, M8 int-g, Gagné et al.
2015) and 2.74 at very-low gravity (2MASS J104552630-
28193032, M6 vl-g, Gagné et al. 2015). This is consistent
with the shape of the spectrum being more rounded than
typical triangular spectra of young objects. The same
trends are observed for template spectra, with field M7-8
being favored (χ2

ν = 2.49) over lower-gravity (χ2
ν > 4.90)

and/or later types (χ2
ν > 4).

3.2.2. Mass and luminosity

The absolute H-band magnitude of HR 1645 B was
calculated from the contrast reported in Section 3.1 as
mH = 9.64± 0.05 mag, assuming a negligible correction
between the magnitude of the host star in the 2MASS
and MKO photometric systems. The flux of the com-
panion and the age posterior distribution for the host
star were used in conjunction with the COND03 evolu-
tionary models (Baraffe et al. 2003) to derive a model-
dependent mass of 110.3+2.0

−3.3 MJup and a luminosity of
logL/L� = −2.98± 0.02 using the procedure described
in Chilcote et al. (2017). These errors do not include sys-
tematic uncertainties that may be inherent in the model
grid, and we assume the age estimate derived from the

4 http://irtfweb.ifa.hawaii.edu/~spex/IRTF_Spectral_
Library/

5 https://jgagneastro.com/the-montreal-spectral-library/
6 http://pono.ucsd.edu/~adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/

http://database.bdnyc.org/query
http://irtfweb.ifa.hawaii.edu/~spex/IRTF_Spectral_Library/
http://irtfweb.ifa.hawaii.edu/~spex/IRTF_Spectral_Library/
https://jgagneastro.com/the-montreal-spectral-library/
http://pono.ucsd.edu/~adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/
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Figure 5. Left: The spectrum of HR 1645 B (black points) compared to the average templates for each gravity class (top

three rows) and to the best fit individual object from the library. Right: χ2
ν as a function of spectral type for the comparison

of the H-band spectrum with a library of stars and brown-dwarfs. Symbols denote gravity class, with larger symbols denoting

the average templates derived for each spectral type and gravity class.

position of the star on the color-magnitude diagram is
not strongly biased by the spectroscopic component de-
scribed in Section 4. We derive a similar luminosity of
logL/L� = −3.03 ± 0.03 using a H-band bolometric
correction of BC(H) = 2.50± 0.07 mag estimated from
an empirical fit to field-gravity objects (Liu et al. 2010).
A slightly lower luminosity of logL/L� = −3.3±0.2 was
found using the empirical luminosity-spectral type rela-
tionship for field-gravity objects measured by Filippazzo
et al. (2015).

3.2.3. Visual orbit

The visual orbit of HR 1645 B was fit using the rel-
ative astrometry from the two GPI datasets given in
Section 3.1. We used the same MCMC sampler de-
scribed in Section 2.2 to sample the posterior distribu-
tions of the semi-major axis a, inclination i, eccentricity
e, the sum and difference of the argument of perias-
tron ω and the longitude of the ascending node Ω, the
epoch of periastron τ (in fractions of the orbital pe-
riod since the first epoch), the parallax of the system
π, and the mass of the host star M1. The mass of the
companion was fixed at 110 MJup based on the compar-
ison to evolutionary models in Section 3.2.2. Standard
priors were assumed on the Keplerian elements, and
p(π) ∝ N (16.869, 0.0922) mas based on the Gaia DR2
measurement, and p(M1) ∝ N (1.9, 0.12) M� based on a
comparison of the SED of the star to stellar evolutionary
models.

The GPI astrometry suggests a counter-clockwise or-
bit for the companion (i = 71+24

−25 deg), although incli-
nations of i > 90◦ cannot be excluded at the 1-σ level.
This is in tension with the inclination estimated from
the fit to the Hipparcos and Gaia astrometry (i > 90◦

for a companion with P > 30 yr, see Section 2.1). To
explore this discrepancy further we computed the astro-
metric signal induced by the companion for each step
in the MCMC chain and compared it to the measured
values reported in Section 2.1. We assumed that the in-
stantaneous proper motion of the photocenter at the ref-
erence epoch for both missions was a good proxy for the
proper motion that would be measured. The wide sepa-
ration of the companion in late 2018 suggested that there
would be minimal acceleration of the proper motion over
the Gaia epoch. This assumption may not be valid for
highly eccentric orbits that get significantly closer to
the star during the Hipparcos epoch. The change in the
proper motions predicted from the visual orbit fits are
shown in Figure 6, with the acceleration vectors prefer-
entially aligned with the position angle of the companion
in the GPI images. The measured proper motion differ-
ences were inconsistent with these predictions at the 3-σ
level for both µG − µH and µH − µHG, only µG − µHG

is consistent. This discrepancy is strong evidence that
the measured signal can not be entirely ascribed to the
the companion resolved in the GPI images. Instead, the
signal is either contaminated by an additional compan-
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Figure 6. Differences between pairs of proper motions of

HR 1645 predicted from the fit of the visual orbit of HR

1645 B using the the first (left column) and both (right col-

umn) epochs of GPI astrometry. The two-dimensional his-

tograms are plotted on a log scale, with the 1σ (solid white),

2σ (dashed white), and 3σ (dotted gray contour) credible

regions overplotted. The accelerations measured from the

Hipparcos and Gaia catalogue astrometry (square symbol)

appear to be inconsistent with those predicted from the vi-

sual orbit fit.

ion in the system, or there is a systematic offset between
the Hipparcos or Gaia astrometry.

4. HR 1645 AaAb

While the early-type stars with significant low-
amplitude accelerations described in Section 2.1 were
screened for known spectroscopic binaries, the suspected
multiplicity of HR 1645 was initially missed due to the
relatively sparse information regarding the properties
of the spectroscopic companion. The Bright Star Cata-
logue lists HR 1645 as a spectroscopic binary (Hoffleit
& Jaschek 1991). The source of this categorization was
not given in this catalogue, but was later found within a
large bibliography of radial velocities compiled by Abt
& Biggs (1972). Radial velocity variations were first

Table 2. Radial velocity measurements of HR 1645

UT Date MJD vr (km s−1) Reference

1924 Jan 29 23813.14 −11.1± 2.88 1

1924 Dec 2 24121.27 30.0± 2.88 1

1926 Feb 5 24551.08 10.25± 2.88a 1

1926 Feb 14 24560.05 −65.2± 2.88a 1

1926 Feb 20 24566.06 41.6± 2.88a 1

1926 Feb 24 24570.12 40.25± 2.88a 1

2002 Oct 5 52552.4114 27.0± 2.0 2

2009 Feb 9 54871.0634 25.62± 5.43 3

References—(1) Neubauer 1930a; (2) this work; (3)

Worley et al. 2012.
aWeighted average of two measures of the same plate

discovered by Neubauer (1930a) (using the alias “10
G Leporis” from Boss (1910) that is unfortunately not
cross-linked on SIMBAD), and the star was included in
a table of spectroscopic binaries discovered during their
program (Neubauer 1930b). No further information on
the properties of the spectroscopic binary was found
within the literature, which suggests that the radial ve-
locity variations discovered by Neubauer (1930a) were
not followed up to measure the spectroscopic orbit.

4.1. Radial velocities

The radial velocities from Neubauer (1930a) are given
in Table 2. The only other radial velocity measurement
of the star found in the literature was one derived from
VLT/FEROS observations taken in 2009 (Worley et al.
2012), although the quality of the radial velocity mea-
surement is listed as being “very bad” in their catalog.
We searched the public archives for additional high spec-
tral resolution observations to augment the rather sparse
radial velocity record. Only one dataset was found, a
2002 VLT/UVES measurement taken as part of a pro-
gram to obtain high signal-to-noise ratio high spectral
resolution (R ∼ 80000) echelle spectra of stars across
the HR diagram (Bagnulo et al. 2003).

The fully-reduced and flux-calibrated UVES spectra
were obtained from the UVES Paranal Observatory
Projects website7. We limited our analysis to the six
spectra obtained with the blue arm of UVES (“DIC2
437B”) that span 375–495 nm. This part of the spec-
trum contains several deep hydrogen lines between 375–
440 nm as well as many shallower lines throughout. We

7 https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/uvespop.html

 https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/uvespop.html
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used a grid of synthetic stellar spectra (Allard et al.
2012) to identify the temperature, surface gravity, and
metallicity that best match the measured spectrum.
The synthetic spectra were rotationally broadened as-
suming a v sin i of 144 km s−1 (Zorec & Royer 2012), and
then both the synthetic spectra and the UVES spectrum
of HR 1645 were degraded to a resolution of R ∼ 4500
(∼ 1Å px−1) by convolution with a Gaussian. This
grid was linearly interpolated in the three parameters
(Teff , log g, [Fe/H]) to find the best fit to the observed
UVES spectrum through χ2 minimization. With the
best fit parameters in hand, we construct a high reso-
lution (R ∼ 80000, ∼ 0.055Å px−1) template from the
synthetic spectra.

The radial velocity of HR 1645 was estimated by de-
termining the velocity shift of the high-resolution tem-
plate spectrum that minimized χ2 when compared to the
UVES spectrum. This process was repeated for each of
the six datasets, and once using the entire 375–495 nm
range and once using a more restricted range of 440–
475 nm, avoiding the deep hydrogen lines. We measured
a radial velocity of 26.2±0.2 km s−1 using the full range
and 28.1 ± 0.2 km s−1 using the restricted range after
applying a barycentric correction. We conservatively
adopt 27 ± 2 km s−1 as the radial velocity of the star
at this epoch. Spectral lines from the companion were
not identified in any of the orders, consistent with ei-
ther a large flux ratio or a negligible velocity differential
between the two stars at this epoch.

4.2. Spectroscopic orbit

We used rejection sampling (Price-Whelan et al. 2017)
to efficiently sample the posterior distributions of the or-
bital elements of the spectroscopic binary. 230 (∼ 109)
samples were drawn from the prior distributions of the
period P , eccentricity e, argument of periastron ω, and
epoch of periastron τ . Prior distributions were uniform
in logP (between 0.5 and 1000 days), e (between 0 and
0.95), ω, and τ . In this framework the radial velocity
semi-amplitude K1 and the system velocity v0 are com-
puted analytically for each sample.

Only 7051 of the 230 samples were consistent with the
radial velocity measurements in Table 2. The result-
ing posterior distributions are shown in Figure 7. The
period distribution is multimodal with two pronounced
peaks at 3.9 d and 46.2 d. Spectroscopic orbits drawn
from the posterior distribution at these two periods are
plotted in Figure 8, demonstrating two of the most likely
families of orbits. The short-period (4 d) orbits are uni-
formly distributed in eccentricity, whereas those with
longer periods (46 d) preferentially have higher eccen-
tricities (e ∼ 0.8). The radial velocity of the HR 1645
barycenter is correlated with the eccentricity of the or-
bit, and is poorly constrained when considering all al-
lowed orbits (v0 = 15.1+8.0

−18.7 km s−1). The velocity is
similarly poorly constrained for orbits with ∼4 d peri-
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ods (v0 = 1.8+15.6
−13.0 km s−1), but is better constrained for

those with ∼46 d periods (v0 = 18.8+2.2
−2.6 km s−1).

We re-evaluated the membership of kinematic asso-
ciations using these new systemic velocities and the
BANYAN web tool (Gagné et al. 2018) and found a non-
negligible chance of membership of the 149 Myr (Bell
et al. 2015) AB Doradus moving group. The member-
ship probability was strongly dependent on the velocity
used; ranging from 50–67 %, 33–45 %, and 0.3–1.8 % us-
ing the three velocities described previously. The star is
most likely not a member of the AB Dor moving group,
with probabilities & 90 % typically used as a threshold
to assign membership (e.g., Gagné et al. 2018). Fur-
ther spectroscopic monitoring of this system to precisely
measure the systemic velocity will be necessary before
membership of any moving group can be ascribed based
on kinematics alone.

4.3. Companion mass limits

While the mass of the close companion cannot be di-
rectly measured for a single-lined spectroscopic binary,
limits on the mass can be estimated from the spectro-
scopic orbit. For each orbit found via rejection sampling
we computed the mass function f (m) as

f (m) =
K3

1P

2πG

(
1− e2

)3/2
=

M3
2

(M1 +M2)
2 sin3 i

=
q3

(1 + q)
2M1 sin3 i.

(4)

We then computed the minimum values of q, and thus
M2, by fixing M1 to 1.9 M� and assuming an inclina-
tion of 90◦. 98% of orbits had a minimum mass of
M2 > 0.3 M� and 10% had M2 > 1.9, typically those
with a long period and low eccentricity. The maximum
mass of the companion is harder to estimate. The lack
of spectral lines from the contemporary spectroscopic
datasets is not informative; the derived radial velocities
for these epochs are close to the systemic velocity, so the
velocity differential between the two components would
have been small. Neubauer (1930a) do not comment on
the presence of additional lines in the spectrum in any of
the plates that they analyzed. The difference between
the velocity of the two stars in the 1926 February 14
plate should have been &160 km s−1. If the stars were of
a similar spectral type the Hγ absorption line of the two
stars would have been separated by 2.3 Å, significantly
greater than the stated precision of their measurements
of 0.04 Å. Indeed, Neubauer (1930a) report the detection
under poor conditions of the spectral lines of both com-
ponents of the µ Chamaeleontis system with a velocity
differential of 170 km s−1. If we conservatively assume
that the spectral lines of a companion with with a V -
band flux ratio of three would have been detected, we
can place an upper limit on the mass of a stellar com-
panion at ∼1.4 M�. There is also the possibility that
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range of orbital periods. The magnitude of the bias at longer

orbital periods is comparable to the ∼ 1 mas yr−1 astromet-

ric acceleration measured between the Hipparcos and Gaia

missions.

the companion is a white dwarf, with a similar upper
limit of 1.44 M�.

4.4. Effect on astrometric measurements

A massive companion with a short orbital period and a
large flux ratio can cause motion of the photocenter that
can either be detected directly by Hipparcos and Gaia
(e.g., Pourbaix & Jorissen 2000), or lead to a spurious
measurement of the proper motion of the barycenter of
the system due to the aliasing of the observations. In
both catalogues the star was fit using a five-parameter
astrometric model. The goodness of fit statistic reported
in the Hipparcos catalogue of F2 = 2.84 was worse than
median (F2 = 1.5+4.5

−1.5) for stars of a similar magnitude,
but within the 1σ range. The relatively poor goodness
of fit may be due to the photocenter motion during the
Hipparcos measurements. The goodness of fit of the
Gaia measurement is much worse at F2 = 55.6, but this
is within the 1σ range for stars of a similar magnitude
(F2 = 37.6+31.8

−19.9). The significant difference between the
goodness of fit from the two catalogues is likely due to
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errors induced by the saturation of bright stars on the
Gaia detectors.

We quantified the potential bias on the proper mo-
tion measurement caused by the spectroscopic binary
by simulating Hipparcos measurements of the motion of
the photocenter of the system. As the orbit has not
been well determined, we used a Monte Carlo algorithm
to determine the plausible range of amplitudes of this
bias. For each of the 7051 orbits found via rejection sam-
pling we generated 103 astrometric orbits distributed
uniformly in cos i, Ω, and τ (the phasing of the orbit
having been lost since the mid-1920s). Approximately
half of the generated orbits had M2 > 1.44 M� and were
discarded.

For each of these generated orbits we predicted the
motion of the photocenter by combining the proper
motion, parallactic motion, and the reflex motion in-
duced by the orbiting companion. The proper motion
and parallax of the system barycenter were fixed at
(25, −38) mas yr−1 and 17 mas, respectively. The semi-
major axis of the orbit of the photocenter around the
barycenter was computed as ap = (B − β)a, as above.
Measurements were simulated at the epochs of the Hip-
parcos observations of HR 1645 (van Leeuwen 2007b).
We then fit a simple five-parameter astrometric model
to this simulated dataset using an amoeba-simplex op-
timization algorithm (Nelder & Mead 1965). Measure-
ments in the α? and δ directions were weighted accord-
ing to the direction of the scan angle for each epoch.
The difference between the proper motion and parallax
of the system barycenter and those recovered from the
five-parameter fit are plotted as a function of orbital
period in Figure 9. The maximum bias in each of the
parameters is linearly proportional to the orbital period
of the companion. At 4 d the bias is not significant rel-
ative to the catalogue uncertainties. As the period of
the binary increases, so does the semi-major axis of the
photocenter and thus the magnitude of the astrometric
signal induced by the binary. We find a maximum bias
on the proper motion measurements of∼0.5 mas yr−1 for
orbits with a 46 d period, well above the formal uncer-
tainties on these parameters, and similar in magnitude
to the astrometric acceleration of the star measured be-
tween the Hipparcos and Gaia catalogues.

5. CONCLUSION

We have conducted a detailed study of the HR 1645
system, the primary of which has a significant but low-
amplitude acceleration measured in its proper motion
between the Hipparcos and Gaia missions. We used
high-contrast imaging observations to discover a wide-
orbit M8 stellar companion, and literature radial veloc-
ities to place the first constraints on the spectroscopic
orbit of the massive short-period companion. The pre-
liminary fit of the visual orbit of the wide-orbit M8
stellar companion suggests it is unlikely to be inducing
the astrometric acceleration of the host star. Instead,

it is possible that the aliasing of the photocenter or-
bit of the short period companion is responsible for the
difference in the proper motion between the Hipparcos
and Gaia catalogues. The nature of the inner compan-
ion cannot be determined from the available data. We
can place only limited constraints on the mass, and we
can infer that the magnitude difference must be non-
negligible due to the detected astrometric signal. Future
spectroscopic observations of this system could rapidly
constrain the orbit of the inner companion, potentially
allowing for the astrometric signal induced by this com-
panion over the Hipparcos and Gaia missions to be sub-
tracted, leaving only the astrometric acceleration caused
by wide companion.

Future targeted searches for wide-orbit companions
using a combination of these two catalogues have the
potential to reveal a significant population of substellar
companions that are amenable to spectroscopic charac-
terization. In this study we have demonstrated how the
presence of an additional companion in the system can
lead to a spurious detection of an astrometric acceler-
ation that is consistent with a low-mass companion at
a wide separation. We were fortunate in this case that
the direction of the astrometric acceleration was roughly
orthogonal to the position angle of the resolved compan-
ion, and that a limited radial velocity record existed in
the literature. The contaminating signal does not nec-
essarily have to be from a stellar companion. For ex-
ample, dynamical masses of wide-orbit planetary-mass
companions inferred from an astrometric acceleration
and a poorly constrained visual orbit may be biased by
the presence of additional substellar companions interior
to current sensitivity limits.
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led by Jackie Faherty, Emily Rice, and Kelle Cruz,
and the Montreal Brown Dwarf and Exoplanet Spectral
Library, maintained by Jonathan Gagné.

Facility: Gemini:South (GPI)

Software: Astropy (The Astropy Collaboration et al.
2013), Matplotlib (Hunter 2007)
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